CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Across
1. Journey that the Monarchs make every year.
2. What the Butterflies do in Mexico during the winter.
4. Second stage in the butterflies' life cycle.
6. Tree where the Monarchs settle to hibernate.
8. Plants where the Monarchs place their eggs.
10. Butterfly that hibernates in Mexico every year.
12. Genus of the Fir.
14. The Fir belongs to a genus and to a species, which species?
16. The Monarch belongs to a genus and to a species, which species?
18. First stage in the butterflies' life cycle.
20. Part of the Monarch's body that they use to fly.
21. Another name for the caterpillar.
22. One of the states in the USA where the Monarchs arrive every year on their way to Mexico.

Down
1. All the butterflies undergo a change called...
3. During the trip the butterflies rest and take refuge on the...
5. Places where millions of Monarchs arrive every year.
6. The Monarchs take refuge in the...
7. Another name for a butterfly pupa.
9. The last name of the naturalist who classified the Monarch in 1758.
11. Genus of the Monarch butterfly
13. What is the mouth of the butterfly called?
15. The fragile little animal that we are talking about is a...
17. The butterflies feed on...
19. Where are the Monarchs going?